
 

  

  #hcsm - November 11, 2013   

5:59 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

Welcome to (#hcsm) healthcare communications & social media. If you're joining tonight, please introduce 
yourself! (@danamlewis moderating) 

 

5:59 

 

RxWiki@RxWiki 

 

@HealthSocMed Thanks so much for hosting! We're very excited here at RxWiki to be a part of this chat! #hcsm 

 

5:59 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

Hi everyone! Alan from Boise Idaho here. #hcsm 

 

6:00 

 

April Foreman@DocForeman 

 

April, psychologist, practical problem solver, tweeting in from Kansas with a hot buttered rum coffee and toasted nuts. #hcsm 
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6:00 

 

Jenna Frkovich@Jenna_Frkovich 

 

Greetings! I am a public health communication and social marketing 
specialist. Excited for tonight’s discussion! #hcsm 

 

6:00 

 

Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 

Hello all. Mike from Marietta checking in #hcsm 

 

6:00 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

#Hcsm Hi! I'm @YinkaVidal 

 

6:00 

 

Eric F Shaver, PhD@ericshaver 

 

Good evening. I work in a design team for a medical device company 
in the Seattle area #hcsm 

 

6:00 

 

Sarah Clevenger@Sarah_Clev 

 

Excited to be here! #hcsm 
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6:01 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

Hello! Ready and excited for the #hcsm chat tonight! 

 

6:01 

 

Matthew Katz@subatomicdoc 

 

Why Hospitals Fail to Connect with Their 
Audiencebit.ly/1hyisLs via @Doctor_V #hcsm #hcsmeu 

 

6:01 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

We will assume all tweets within #hcsm during following hour are 
your own & not those of your employers (unless specifically 
declared). 

 

6:01 

 

Judi Huck@7Huck 

 

@HealthSocMed @danamlewis finally made it out, greetings from 
NYC #hcsm 

 

6:02 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

Hello everyone! Brent, cardiology pharmacist, joining from 
Baltimore. #hcsm 
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6:02 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

Hello, Andy here. Build cancer ctrs, develop service lines, create pt 
experiences. Storyteller at large, pt advocate passionate. #hcsm 

 

6:02 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

Hello. Ron Mills here, Evanston, Illinois, addicted to healthcare 
startups. #hcsm 

 

6:02 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

Good evening. This is Fay and ready to share and learn. #hcsm 

 

6:02 

 

Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 

Hi, usually in Boston but joining from Maine this eve. Interest in sm 
and #mentalhealth advocacy. #hcsm 

 

6:02 

 

Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper 

 

Lurking in the stream... advocate, consultant, etc. #hcsm 
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6:02 

 

georgemargelis@georgemargelis 

 

George Margelis geek doctor from Australia joining in #hcsm 

 

6:03 

 

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 

@subatomicdoc @Doctor_V #hcsm #hcsmeu speaks to the need to 
to identify the problems patients/customers what solve 

 

6:03 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@ekeeleymoore Miss working w Cincy childrens. #hcsm 

 

6:03 

 

Mark Salke@marksalke 

 

Hi all. Mark here from Ann Arbor MI #hcsm 

 

6:03 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@CancerGeek #hcsm Hi Andy! 
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6:03 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@YinkaVidal Hello to you too. #hcsm 

 

6:03 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

@marksalke regards to A2 #hcsm 

 

6:04 

 

Sohail's News&Views@sohailThinks 

 

Hello everyone I am Sohail from Pakistan working in Telemedicine 
Development #hcsm 

 

6:04 

 

Juls~It'sJustABadDay@justagoodlife 

 

Hi! New to the chat! Julie from Pittsburgh, PA here! :) #hcsm 

 

6:04 

 

Tricia Reusing@loonlibrarian 

 

Hi all. Tricia from NJ. #hcsm 
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6:05 

 

Ann Wax@annwax 

 

Good evening! Oncology nurse, author, consultant. #hcsm 

 

6:05 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers joining 
tonight :), and of course our friendly lurkers. Tweet in anytime! 

 

6:05 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

Focused on #health & #tech to engage & inform college students on 
HIV & other health conditions. For students by students. #hcsm 

 

6:05 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

@justagoodlife welcome Julie and hello Pittsburgh #hcsm 

 

6:05 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

Hey everyone, lurking for a few minutes, it was a long weekend of 
work here #hcsm 
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6:06 

 

T2D Research@T2DRemission 

 

Michael Massing, Connecticut. Writer/editor: health policy, ethics, 
research emphasizing science-based self care for type 2 
diabetes. #hcsm 

 

6:06 

 

The 2x2 Project@the2x2project 

 

Hello! Columbia University's 2x2project here. We cover emerging 
public health science and train future science communicators.#hcsm 

 

6:06 

 

Sherry Reynolds@Cascadia 

 

#HCSM intro - patient/provider centered design advocate - National 
Project helping Doc adopt #Patientengagement#healthIT - tweets my 
own 

 

6:06 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

Hey APHA :) @the2x2project #hcsm 

 

6:07 

 

Judi Huck@7Huck 

 

@the2x2project I'll be at Columbia tomorrow :D #hcsm 
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6:07 

 

Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper 

 

@the2x2project Greetings — I'll be at Columbia for a Narrative Med 
program workshop this weekend! #hcsm 

 

6:07 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@bacigalupe Wow! I understand the long hours. Just completed a 
research pub resubmission. #hcsm 

 

6:07 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

@EdBennett @Doctor_V #hcsm Do doctors care about it? :) 

 

6:07 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes. Remember if 
you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce yourself! 

 

6:07 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

@the2x2project good to know you #hcsm 
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6:08 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@HealthSocMed jumping in for first time to #hcsm chat - tweeting 
from Australia 

 

6:08 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

@JBBC @HealthSocMed welcome Marie #hcsm 

 

6:08 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

Anyone of an instant cure for a head cold that won't leave, just 
curious! #hcsm 

 

6:09 

 

T2D Research@T2DRemission 

 

biab - wet toddler #hcsm 

 

6:09 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

Mark, family doc in #RVA, enjoying a strangely warm autumn 
weekend here. Nice to be back with the group. #hcsm 
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6:09 

 

Eric F Shaver, PhD@ericshaver 

 

@danamlewis Hi Dana. It's good to be back. Trying to make#hcsm a 
weekly habit. 

 

6:09 

 

Michael Katz@MGKatz036 

 

mike katz, cardiology / ep fellow … sorta lurking. #hcsm 

 

6:09 

 

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 

"Social Media Explained in Healthcare: 
Infographic"bit.ly/1hZI5CC #hcsm 

 

6:09 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

TOPIC 1 – If a HCP has a medical error, how does that translate 
online? In era of #hcsm, when should mistakes be shared online & 
how? #hcsm 

 

6:09 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

Anyone twitting from Philippines? #Disaster #hcsm 
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6:10 

 

Ann Wax@annwax 

 

@mloxton Usually my cat is lying on my computer keys.#hcsm 

 

6:10 

 

Kate Headley@MsCommuniKate 

 

Kate from Ottawa, Canada lurking. Communications professional 
with nat'l RN association. #hcsm Hi all :) 

 

6:10 

 

P Burke@PRpfb 

 

Good evening from medical marketing professional. Working with 
practices and institutions... #hcsm 

 

6:10 

 

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 

T1 live at #hcsm - wondering what happens in #hcsm when a HCP 
has a medical error? How/when/where (or does it at all) translate 
online? 

 

6:11 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T1 It would be possible for hospitals and HCPs to discuss safety 
measures in general terms, but not in patient-specific details. #hcsm 
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6:11 

 

Intake.Me@Intakeme 

 

HI everyone, sorry I'm late. Emily, usually @a_singledrop. Tweeting 
for Intake.Me, working for patient empowerment.#hcsm 

 

6:11 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

T1 Should be shared, learn from mistakes #hcsm 

 

6:11 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: I've worked w HC Org's on how to illustrate errors from pt 
perspective & show actions/remedy taken to 
improve/prevent.#hcsm 

 

6:11 

 

April Foreman@DocForeman 

 

t1 When those mistakes affect a lot of people, and when people 
need to take action and spread the word to manage the 
mistake. #hcsm 

 

6:12 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: HC is afraid to discuss openly about it, but as consumerism 
creeps further into HC, need to be transparent to build brand 
trust #hcsm 
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6:12 

 

georgemargelis@georgemargelis 

 

T1 online registry of deidentified errors would be a good 
resource#hcsm 

 

6:12 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@HealthSocMed #hcsm share any medical error. Just don't attach 
name to it. Public is better served with problem & new design for 
correction 

 

6:12 

 

Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 

A1 when the mistake informs and doesn't expose PII #hcsm 

 

6:12 

 

Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper 

 

@abrewi3010 A cold is a cold - but @HurtBlogger and I combatted 
w/ lots of fresh lemon, ginger, honey tea. #hcsm 

 

6:12 

 

Mark Salke@marksalke 

 

@JBBC Welcome! #hcsm 
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6:12 

 

Sherry Reynolds@Cascadia 

 

New to #HCSM ? Some great foundational 
resources@MayoClinic Accelerating Social Media 
Revolutionslideshare.net/MayoClinic/acc… @LeeAase 

 

6:12 

 

Ann Wax@annwax 

 

@RichmondDoc Safety is esetnial so mistakes do ot happen. any 
mistake is to much whn it comes to patients safety. #hcsm 

 

6:13 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T1 Some errors are rare enough, or circumstances specific enough, 
that can't fully de-identify personal health information.#hcsm 

 

6:13 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

T1| When errors occur, develop lessons learned and share to inform 
patients and HCPs as well! #hcsm 

 

6:13 

 

Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper 

 

Re: med errors - there's what happened, how one handles it, and 
then what one plans to do moving forward. #hcsm 
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6:13 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

A1 most mistakes should be shared in order to start conversations 
for a possible solution. #hcsm 

 

6:13 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@RichmondDoc some pts may say okay, share story as a testimony. 
Others its making it a relatable story, de-identifying, share 
broadly #hcsm 

 

6:13 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

RT @AfternoonNapper: Re: med errors - there's what happened, 
how one handles it, and then what one plans to do moving 
forward. #hcsm 

 

6:13 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

T1: Patient Safety and Quality Chapter 35 Error Reporting and 
Disclosure #hcsm 

 

6:14 

 

RxWiki@RxWiki 

 

@Cascadia @HealthSocMed #hcsm @MayoClinic is a great resource! 
Great article share! 
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6:14 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

T1 - With medical errors, it's always best to be upfront and open 
about everything. #hcsm 

 

6:14 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T1 Our health system shares de-identified medical errors on our 
intranet, but this requires either secure on-site connect for 
privacy. #hcsm 

 

6:14 

 

Intake.Me@Intakeme 

 

T1 even if acute response is difficult, many online resources to 
discuss med error online, like the AHRQ database. #hcsm 

 

6:14 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: I've seen plenty of cultures not willing to speak up, share, or be 
the voice of pointing out mistakes. Need to show that its pos#hcsm 

 

6:14 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

*Honesty is the best policy* - Most studies show that patient 
respond best to an honest doc. #hcsm 
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6:14 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

Names don't/shouldn't be shared. The point is to fix and move 
forward. Not revenge or gotcha lawsuits. #hcsm 

 

6:14 

 

Tim C Nicholson@timbigfish 

 

T1. Sharing information that's helpful to others means we share 
mistakes, too. Just remember: info helpful to others not about 
others. #hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

Michael Katz@MGKatz036 

 

in most states, morbidity and mortality conferences are “non 
discoverable.” w/o that same protection, it will never extend 
online #hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 

@brentnreed I've been pondering this "blameless environment" in 
context of 2 socmed blowups I know of where people gave up their 
jobs #hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

Poll: Should doctors apologize after a medical 
error?kevinmd.com/blog/2009/02/p… via @kevinmd #hcsm 
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6:15 

 

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 

T1 are the errors from stupidity, arrogance, honest mistakes, and 
what did you learn. That what needs to be considered#hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

#hcsm Med Error was my project for 36 years. Initially, we were 
asked to ID problem & design solutions. Sensationalism destroys 
transparency 

 

6:15 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T1 This is why errors are discussed internally in medicine: not 
discoverable, and so liability concerns. #hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

@TechnologyChef Understand your point... but the fear of a punitive 
response is often why repeat offenders get covered up, no? #hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

Eric F Shaver, PhD@ericshaver 

 

Honesty should be the best course of action, but there's still a lot of 
concern re: lawsuits. #hcsm 
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6:15 

 

Ann Wax@annwax 

 

Learning from mistakes and sharing this information does benefits 
others. Hvr, re legality it is hard to discuss them openly. #hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

Brigham and Women’s airing medical mistakes: Hospital reports 
errors to staff in drive for 
improvementbostonglobe.com/lifestyle/heal… #hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: More importantly, how does HC share mistakes broadly, so 
everyone learns & can prevent/implement in other orgs? #hcsm 

 

6:15 

 

Amanda Changuris@AmandaChanguris 

 

@DocForeman Agreed. Public response needs to be based on scale 
of impact. #hcsm 

 

6:16 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

A1 errors will always happen, the goal needs to be minimize future 
errors #hcsm 
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6:16 

 

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 

@georgemargelis That is a brilliant idea! Like MAUDE from 
FDAaccessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/c… but for folk instead of 
devices #hcsm 

 

6:16 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@bacigalupe @kevinmd Yes. #hcsm 

 

6:16 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

T1 very personal and close to the bone for me #hcsm 

 

6:16 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

Agreed! RT @She_Sugar: *Honesty is the best policy* - Most studies 
show that patient respond best to an honest doc.#hcsm 

 

6:16 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

@CancerGeek This would need direct, specific consent. #hcsm 
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6:17 

 

Intake.Me@Intakeme 

 

T1: Reporting errors is impt but often misses the point - true patient 
safety requires proactive systems change, not reactive action. #hcsm 

 

6:17 

 

Natalia Shche, Ph.D.@creativepharma 

 

@CancerGeek perhaps, that's why we need a shift in culture so the 
systems can be improved through learning and positive 
change #hcsm 

 

6:17 

 

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 

@RichmondDoc agreed when mistakes happen no do overs but do 
BETTER is called for and proof you did better #hcsm 

 

6:17 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@Intakeme Of course privately - HIPPA. #hcsm 

 

6:17 

 

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes 

 

I disagree re rare errors, many x many t1diabetics havel 
lifethreatening misdiagnosos experiences, & still nobody 
learns!#hcsm 
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6:17 

 

Sherry Reynolds@Cascadia 

 

A1 An estimated 1 million medication errors a year, 1 per inpatient 
per day Solutions require systems level change vs#hcsm 

 

6:17 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

T1 Full disclosure: family settlement from a med error lawsuit paid 
for my graduate degree. #hcsm 

 

6:17 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: Everything begins w pts. Error address w pt. Remedy share w pt. 
Story shared w pt. Surprised when pts in conversation how pos 
canb #hcsm 

 

6:17 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@annwax #hcsm We can discuss openly. Just don't attach names. 
Except if it's already in the media. I warned my team don't ID 
institutions 

 

6:17 

 

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 

Is it in the airing of a mistake or learning from one that benefits 
anyone? #hcsm 
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6:17 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@creativepharma Definitely. It is a culture shift. #hcsm 

 

6:18 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@brentnreed It is tough but learn to avoid repeating the same errors 
which can result in even greater negative impacts. #hcsm 

 

6:18 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

@MarksPhone Agree that we need to do better and learn from 
experiences; unclear if SocMed discussion is the best venue for 
HCPs. #hcsm 

 

6:18 

 

Mark Salke@marksalke 

 

Anonymity might mean more accurate reporting. But runs contrary 
to transparency of social media. #hcsm 

 

6:18 

 

Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper 

 

Related Q to T1: HCPs, who would you rather report an error — 
yourself, your patient, your peer, your superior? #hcsm 
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6:18 

 

Amy Gleason@ThePatientsSide 

 

T1- I think it is difficult to get to sharing errors until the legal 
challenges change. Not all errors are negligence. #hcsm 

 

6:19 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

@Intakeme @She_Sugar I would love a doc that shared publicly. I 
would find it reassuring, doc trying to improve I think.#hcsm 

 

6:19 

 

Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 

T1 If error is on org's med info website or other online or sm based 
platform it makes sense to address via sm. Not sure pt. error. #hcsm 

 

6:19 

 

Intake.Me@Intakeme 

 

@CancerGeek Agreed. Better patient safety begins & ends with 
engaging patients, not through media, even if it's the social 
kind.#hcsm 

 

6:19 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T1 Unless the disclosure has full pt consent AND discussion doesn't 
affect liability, you won't see docs disclosing via SocMed. #hcsm 
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6:19 

 

Mark Salke@marksalke 

 

@MsCommuniKate Hello and welcome! #hcsm 

 

6:19 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@mloxton @danamlewis Too funny -- you weren't kidding!#hcsm 

 

6:19 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

@RichmondDoc Yes, patients need to be at the center of 
everything. #hcsm 

 

6:19 

 

Juls~It'sJustABadDay@justagoodlife 

 

T1: from the pt perspective if I had a bad experience I want to share 
and let others be warned. #hcsm 

 

6:20 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

#hcsm Have 3 books on med errors 1 Overcoming the invisible Crime 
2 101 Ways to Prevent error 3 How to Prevent a Hospital from Killing 
U 
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6:20 

 

RxWiki@RxWiki 

 

@HealthSocMed T1 The patient's health and safety are priority and 
it's important to acknowledge mistakes #hcsm 

 

6:20 

 

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 

@CancerGeek Transparency & error sharing wd have prevented 
some Charlie Cullen 
murders en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_C…| amazon.com/The-
Good-Nurse… #hcsm 

 

6:20 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: What is the risk if we don't and it is controlled by others? Think 
the radiation exposure stories in the NYT, accosts in Time#hcsm 

 

6:20 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

Full disclosure: I want full disclosure. Med errors (let's include HAIs) 
kills more people than any disease or condition. #hcsm 

 

6:20 

 

Juls~It'sJustABadDay@justagoodlife 

 

@RichmondDoc in this situation should the pt share doctors 
Info? #hcsm 
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6:20 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: meant hccosts in Time #hcsm 

 

6:20 

 

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 

@RichmondDoc Its not mistakes need there own forum and place 
first with the patients who suffered, next with staff, etc it's a 
process #hcsm 

 

6:20 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@abrewi3010 @Intakeme Yes, some do but pt is of course 
anonymous usually. #hcsm 

 

6:21 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@myHealthImpact They should be, but a lot are not. #hcsm 

 

6:21 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

@justagoodlife Unlike HCPs, pts can share their experiences. 
However, need to be exact/accurate description. #hcsm 
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6:22 

 

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 

@tonybalogna @bacigalupe They should, but they can't b/c that'd 
basically be throwing away career in today's litigious society. #hcsm 

 

6:22 

 

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 

"To thine own self be true..." #hcsm 

 

6:22 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

@MarksPhone #hcsm Agree: address personally first, learn at local 
level; if pt permission/consent then could address more broadly. 

 

6:22 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: Need to realize we are in the midst of a tectonic shift in HC. 
Babyboomer to CMS, less workforce than retired, yng gen 
transparent #hcsm 

 

6:23 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

@She_Sugar @Intakeme I would be ok if doc remained anonymous 
to if there is no history of similar mistakes with doc.#hcsm 
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6:23 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

We spent millions in screening for things that will save few lives but 
the public still think a hospital is a safe space. Not the case#hcsm 

 

6:23 

 

Natalia Shche, Ph.D.@creativepharma 

 

@bacigalupe so we need to brainstorm possible incentives to report 
and not cover up the errors, those to prevent are likely in 
place #hcsm 

 

6:23 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

#hcsm This is my latest book on preventing medical errors. I'm sure 
some of you have seen this book alreadyamazon.com/How-Prevent-
Ho… 

 

6:23 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: If we do not begin to think about how to manage the 
conversation, make it into a win, & it all begin/end w pt, we will 
lose #hcsm 

 

6:23 

 

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 

RT @tonybalogna @bacigalupe They should, but they can't b/c 
that'd basically be throwing away career in today's litigious 
society. #hcsm 
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6:23 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@RichmondDoc Completely agree w you on this point. #hcsm 

 

6:23 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Yes! RT @itsthebunk: I like #hcsm #MedX adoption: "we want convo 
btwn pts & docs that'll be happening 5 yrs from now 2 happen 
NOW" @APA 

 

6:24 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

TRUTH! MT@CancerGeek: T1: Realize we are in midst of shift in HC. 
Boomer to CMS, less workforce than retired, yng gen 
trnsparnt #hcsm 

 

6:24 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

So I think #hcsm should be about raising consciousness about errors, 
everyone is trying to do their work without thinking systems. 

 

6:24 

 

Tim C Nicholson@timbigfish 

 

I like this as long as we skip any "gotcha" RT @georgemargelis: T1 
online registry of deidentified errors would be a good 
resource#hcsm 
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6:24 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

Gen Z is looking for transparency and can be more willing to share, 
but older may be less inclined to share or willingness to share. #hcsm 

 

6:24 

 

Chris Boyer@chrisboyer 

 

Mine's worth $815 - what about yours? Time Magazine's calculator 
on how much $ Twitter owes you: ti.me/1ailCMU#mccsm #hcsm 

 

6:24 

 

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 

@bacigalupe In my grandparents day, hospitals meant death. For my 
mom, hospital was where she caught MRSA, which killed her 
eventually #hcsm 

 

6:24 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T1 IF we handled medical errors/harms outside of malpractice 
system, then might lead to more valuable discussion. ? if we're 
ready. #hcsm 

 

6:24 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

MT @bacigalupe Think #hcsm should be about raising consciousness 
about errors, everyone is trying to do their work without thinking 
systems. 
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6:25 

 

Bob Merberg@WellWork 

 

ACP Internist, November/Doctors have an online presence, even if 
they don’t know it yet zite.to/1aMSccm #hcsm 

 

6:25 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

Pay me for treating people and not for keeping them healthy is a 
disaster scenario, including not focusing on avoiding errors.#hcsm 

 

6:25 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@bacigalupe System design is a beginning, but the variable is 
human, which is diff to control, predict. #hcsm 

 

6:25 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

A1 we have to remove the adversarial atmosphere in medicine. 
Patients are being hurt when a doc can't say sorry without a 
lawyer. #hcsm 

 

6:25 

 

Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 

T1 Until the data is valuable to the doctors, it will never be more 
than disorganized crowds whining. #hcsm 
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6:26 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@bacigalupe Nursing at my hospital has "good catch" reports= 
reporting the potentials that can lead to error - like the positive 
take #hcsm 

 

6:26 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T1 We talk about safety and pt-centered care and communication, 
but preserve an adversarial system that lacks transparency. #hcsm 

 

6:26 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

MT @bacigalupe Pay me for treating pple & not 4 keeping them 
healthy is a disaster scenario, including not focusing on avoid 
errors. #hcsm 

 

6:26 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

T1| Would be interested in learning what pt demographic 
experiences the most medical errors & are they #SoMe users?#hcsm 

 

6:26 

 

Mark Salke@marksalke 

 

A1: There'd be a lot more accountability if there was less focus on 
liability. #hcsm 
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6:26 

 

Gilles Frydman@gfry 

 

Why Doctors Stay Mum About Mistakes Their Colleagues 
Makepropublica.org/article/why-do… #hcsm 

 

6:26 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@RichmondDoc Definitely agree w you on pt centered care. Its more 
system centered care. We aren't good at listening to pts.#hcsm 

 

6:26 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@RichmondDoc #Hcsm Excellent point! If you're ready to work with 
the institution, they may be more transparent. 

 

6:27 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@myHealthImpact I imagine it could be #cancer patients?#hcsm 

 

6:27 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

RT @gfry: Why Doctors Stay Mum About Mistakes Their Colleagues 
Make propublica.org/article/why-do… #hcsm 
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6:27 

 

Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 

Tort reform is a good start. MT @RichmondDoc T1 We ... preserve 
an adversarial system that lacks transparency. #hcsm 

 

6:27 

 

Kate Headley@MsCommuniKate 

 

@timbigfish Agreed. I've seen a case of an error that was fixed and 
addressed ruin a Dr.'S rep with patients b/c of oversharing#hcsm 

 

6:27 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Hi all, I'm Ann, a KC area psychologist. Arriving late tonight because I 
was knocking out my #NaBloPoMo challenge post of the day. #hcsm 

 

6:27 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@CancerGeek @bacigalupe The human aspect is often the most 
complicated & overlooked n system implementation & 
design. #experience #UX #hcsm 

 

6:27 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T1: Need to flip the HC culture from living in fear, to owning & 
driving discussions w out fear #hcsm 
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6:28 

 

Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 

@pfanderson @tonybalogna @bacigalupe does that imply 
differences in other countries? #hcsm 

 

6:28 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

We know that checklists work but doctors arrogance and insistence 
on their authority avoids mainstream implementation.#hcsm 

 

6:28 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Good ? RT @RichmondDoc @YinkaVidal But this is a tricky situation: 
what does the patient give up to "work with the system"? #hcsm 

 

6:28 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@marksalke #Hcsm Fixing errors is less profitable for some hospitals. 
Making errors actually increases revenue according to studies. 

 

6:28 

 

Natalia Shche, Ph.D.@creativepharma 

 

@pfanderson @bacigalupe quite true:mammography, PSA for 
prostate cancer hardly save any lives, only increase costs and pt 
anxiety #hcsm 
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6:28 

 

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte forgivable if you managed to fit 
a #hcsmreference in there somewhere.... (kidding!) 

 

6:28 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

@TechnologyChef Maybe, depending on what form. Not malpractice 
caps: a full reimagining of how to protect pts and prevent 
harm. #hcsm 

 

6:28 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @CancerGeek T1: Need to flip the HC culture from living in fear, 
to owning & driving discussions w out fear #hcsm 

 

6:28 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@myHealthImpact @bacigalupe So true. Especially in healthcare. HC 
designs systems for themselves, not pts. #hcsm 

 

6:28 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

@CancerGeek Consider all that could go right if everyone werent so 
afraid of what could go wrong! #hcsm 
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6:28 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

A1 sharing mistakes can be a good thing if it leads to scientific 
curiosity. Mistakes lead to questions which can help the 
system #hcsm 

 

6:28 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

RT @ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek Consider all that could go right if 
everyone werent so afraid of what could go wrong! #hcsm 

 

6:28 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@ekeeleymoore So very true. #hcsm 

 

6:29 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@JBBC What type of cancer? #hcsm 

 

6:29 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

@danamlewis I love it, and maybe I can make it work later this week. 
;-) #hcsm 
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6:29 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

@CancerGeek @myHealthImpact it is about people design focus, 
leading people to safe behaviors, not about info or 
consciousness #hcsm 

 

6:29 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Yes please. RT @CancerGeek T1: Need to flip the HC culture from 
living in fear, to owning & driving discussions w out fear#hcsm 

 

6:29 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

Good T1 dialogue - we'll move to T2 (topic 2) shortly. #hcsm 

 

6:29 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

@abrewi3010 Asking questions is always encouraged! #hcsm 

 

6:29 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

Doctor's new tool for avoiding lawsuits: "I'm 
sorry"online.wsj.com/news/articles/… via @WSJ #hcsm 
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6:29 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@bacigalupe #Hcsm My greatest obstacle is resistance ALL over 
hospital during the implementation of a new design to fix systemic 
failures 

 

6:30 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek Consider all that could go right if 
everyone werent so afraid of what could go wrong! #hcsm 

 

6:30 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@bacigalupe @myHealthImpact Agree wholeheartedly with this. So 
my passions. It all is about patients. #hcsm 

 

6:30 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

T1 only making me angry. Bring on T2. #hcsm 

 

6:30 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

No doctor wants to injure their patient bcs of an error, not about 
intentions, but they do via behavior, that's what matters. #hcsm 
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6:30 

 

Intake.Me@Intakeme 

 

I think SM's role in patient safety is raising awareness. Making it 
more OK for pts & docs to have a convo about how we can be 
better. #hcsm 

 

6:30 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@marksalke Meaning less focus on the patient perspective?#hcsm 

 

6:30 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@RichmondDoc Always ironic how we are in healthcare for pts, but 
least we forget to include in equation. #hcsm 

 

6:30 

 

Afcea Bethesda@AFCEABethesda 

 

What are you most looking forward to at @AFCEABethesdaHealth IT 
DAY 2013? On November 13th ow.ly/p0fEY#AFCEAHealthIT #HCSM 

 

6:31 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

#hcsm 
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6:31 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

TOPIC 2 - Has SM changed how we learn in health care field? 
Why/not? Are these changes good or not so good? Has edu evolved 
as result? #hcsm 

 

6:31 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek It begins w each 
persons voice, culture. Top down, bottom top. Pt at the 
center. #hcsm 

 

6:31 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

Hi all jumping in late Gia here from Manila Philippines #hcsm 

 

6:31 

 

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 

The numbers are stunning on Preventable 
Deathsonforb.es/1hZKVaC 440,000 a year #hcsm 

 

6:31 

 

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 

To err is human! And everyone's question is why ~~ then they throw 
stones from their glass houses? #hcsm 
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6:31 

 

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 

T2 at #hcsm - has SM changed how we learn in HC? (or what we 
learn?) And, has our education process evolved as a result? Discuss. 

 

6:31 

 

EMR, EHR and HIT@ehrandhit 

 

EMR and HIPAA Vault: Securing PHI Feels A Lot Like 
Y2Kbit.ly/yZqjKV #HITsm #hcsm 

 

6:32 

 

Beth Bolt@Beth_RxWiki 

 

Patients and families should be encouraged and supported in 
participating in care. #hcsm 

 

6:32 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@bacigalupe Human beings are not perfect, error is an inherent part 
of 'practicing' medicine. #hcsm 

 

6:32 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T2 I think SocMed has changed how individuals learn in healthcare, 
and may have changed learning in some systems; ? how 
widespread. #hcsm 
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6:32 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

T2 at #hcsm - has SM changed how we learn in HC? (or what we 
learn?) And, has our education process evolved as a result? Discuss. 

 

6:32 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Yes. RT @She_Sugar @bacigalupe Human beings are not perfect, 
error is an inherent part of 'practicing' medicine. #hcsm 

 

6:32 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @CancerGeek You have to be willing to take a 
risk. @CF_Foundation took one and is close to curing a genetic 
disease #hcsm 

 

6:32 

 

Sherry Reynolds@Cascadia 

 

Shockng truth about Medical Errors 
via @THCBstaffthehealthcareblog.com/blog/2013/09/0… #HCSM (FYI 
not result of litigation nor Tort Reform remedy) 

 

6:32 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T2 SocMed for me has made an enormous difference in how I keep 
up with and learn new info; not many other docs I know do 
this. #hcsm 
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6:33 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@JediPD Too funny just said the same thing (-: #hcsm 

 

6:33 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T2: SoMe has changed how everyone learns/interacts. Pt:Pt, Pt:MD, 
MD:MD, MD:clinical staff, Staff:Staff, Vendor:to all#hcsm 

 

6:33 

 

Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 

A2 #foamed is a good example #hcsm 

 

6:33 

 

Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 

T2 SoMe makes it easier to connect with thousands of strangers all 
with a common interest. Huge learning opportunities. #hcsm 

 

6:33 

 

Calculate RX@calculaterx 

 

What #clinical calculations do you perform regularly? We are looking 
for your feedback for our next #android #app #healthcare#hcsm #hit 
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6:33 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@TechnologyChef #Hcsm Many factors involved in continuation of 
medical errors. HCPs are just a part of it. It's resistance to change by 
CEOs 

 

6:33 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

@She_Sugar @bacigalupe How do we help docs be able to own 
mistakes w/o being sued for being human? #hcsm 

 

6:33 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

T2: So many places, not only the USA, the restrictions on SOME in 
healthcare environments is so high that again, systemic 
resistance #hcsm 

 

6:33 

 

P Burke@PRpfb 

 

@giasison Hope all is well with you there. #hcsm 

 

6:33 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

T2: How we learn...hmm I'm not sure we are there yet maybe Google 
"Helpouts" will be that first real learning component.#HCSM 
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6:33 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@CancerGeek Thanks Andy! #hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@bacigalupe T2 education process still slow to change and adapt to 
new paradigm of social media #hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 

T2 So: I believe we have individuals using SocMed for new/enhanced 
learning options, but not universal or systematized. #hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

Intake.Me@Intakeme 

 

T2: SocMed has taught me that a critical piece of learning about 
healthcare is learning about the patient experience #hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

Nice @RxWiki is here #HCSM 
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6:34 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @She_Sugar This is not about the doctors, no 
doctor wants, desire, or wish to commit mistakes, as far as I 
know #hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T2: Bigger problem is amount of info, ability to digest & keep up w all 
of it, & pts knowing what is reputable & what is bunk.#hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@PRpfb Thanks for checking! #hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 

Social media is a great crowd sourced snippets of 
information#hcsm Then you dig deeper, understand and learn! 

 

6:34 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

<3 this!! RT @abrewi3010 A2 SM is a great tool in destroying our 
current info class system. It breeds questions and curiosity 
too. #hcsm 
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6:34 

 

Kate Headley@MsCommuniKate 

 

T2 Most HC leaders/educators/providers are only now becoming 
fully aware of gap btw edu & clinical worlds. SM has sped up that 
divide #hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

Beth Bolt@Beth_RxWiki 

 

SM adds real-life voices to healthcare. #hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

! RT @abrewi3010: A2 SM is a great tool in destroying our current 
info class system. It breeds questions and curiosity too.#hcsm 

 

6:34 

 

Sherry Reynolds@Cascadia 

 

T2 at #HCSM - has SM changed how we learn in HC? ^A: infancy - 
expect more protected #HCSM - Expert to Provider, or doc to doc 

 

6:35 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@abrewi3010 Innovation in action ever evolving too #hcsm 
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6:35 

 

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 

@bacigalupe @creativepharma The psychological value of feeling 
safe is immeasurable #hcsm 

 

6:35 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

@bacigalupe @She_Sugar We don't want to make mistakes, we 
want to get it right all the time. But we don't . . . #hcsm 

 

6:35 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

@TechnologyChef Exactly! These connections cant hen lead to closer 
relationships and then private collaboration. #hcsm 

 

6:35 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T2: However, SoMe has also made some lazy. It's "easier" to find an 
answer vs taking time to define problem; Then choose right 
soon #hcsm 

 

6:35 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

T2 Connecting with more people is a great foundation for education. 
But the revolution is not being tweeted. #hcsm 
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6:35 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@abrewi3010 Owning your own disease has never been 
easier.#hcsm #epatient 

 

6:35 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T2: sol'n, not soon #hcsm 

 

6:36 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

The biggest cultural change is that #hcsm is NOT about technology 
but collaboration, transparency, and accountability. 

 

6:36 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

@abrewi3010 And that's why we're building a Collaborative Chronic 
Care network @C3NProject - doesn't have to take so long #hcsm 

 

6:36 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

A2: Plus: has given a voice to many who would have otherwise been 
left out. Minus: sometimes allows misinformation to spread. #hcsm 
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6:36 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @bacigalupe The biggest cultural change is that #hcsm is NOT 
about technology but collaboration, transparency, and 
accountability. 

 

6:36 

 

Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 

Since Twitter used heavily by minorities, SoMe may have a big 
leveling effect #hcsm 

 

6:36 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@bacigalupe Amen to this! #hcsm 

 

6:36 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

#Hcsm My greatest fear emerging is the prosecuting of healthcare 
workers. I'm afraid this will cause more problems. Sweep problem 
under rug 

 

6:36 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

So #hcsm confronts the barriers of traditional forms of education: 
hierarchical, exclusive, marginalizing, sexist, racist, etc. 
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6:36 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

RT @bacigalupe: The biggest cultural change is that #hcsm is NOT 
about technology but collaboration, transparency, and 
accountability. 

 

6:36 

 

Gilles Frydman@gfry 

 

@bacigalupe @CancerGeek @myHealthImpact Medicine is the 
industry w/ least interest in user-centered design. Drives us 
nuts! #hcsm 

 

6:36 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@mloxton Thanks Matthew! #hcsm 

 

6:37 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

T2 I learn from SoMe all the time - like in these #hcsm chats! 

 

6:37 

 

Tim C Nicholson@timbigfish 

 

T2. Oh man. Social media impact on education? Now more than ever 
and faster than ever - everyone learns; anyone can teach.#hcsm 
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6:37 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

Okay. MT @bacigalupe SM confronts barriers of traditional 
education: hierarchical, exclusive, marginalizing, sexist, racist, 
etc. #hcsm 

 

6:37 

 

Kate Headley@MsCommuniKate 

 

T2 Now comes real work of going back to roots + bring curricula up 
to speed. Catching up to more access to info via web #hcsm 

 

6:37 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T2: SoMe levels playing field. Pts may have ability to be in the know 
on items before their providers. No longer info only club.#hcsm 

 

6:37 

 

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 

T2: SM has created vast HC data & flinging of information like 
monkeys throwing fece has it created better EBM or critical 
appraisal? #hcsm 

 

6:37 

 

Amanda Changuris@AmandaChanguris 

 

It's definitely changed how I learn about healthcare marketing. 
Perhaps (formal) meded will follow? #hcsm 
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6:37 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

#SoMe enables voices to seen/read that O/w have been less vocal or 
dampened. #hcsm 

 

6:38 

 

Mia Behm@saymybehm 

 

@RxWiki @HealthSocMed @ColumbiaMed Awesome Article! Great 
tips for Healthcare providers on social media #hcsm 

 

6:38 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

@Jenna_Frkovich Yep! #hcsm 

 

6:38 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

Knowledge is power and docs are no longer the only ones with 
knowledge. Learning ensues #hcsm 

 

6:38 

 

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @O2ron The revolution is $42 billion 
richer!#hcsm 
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6:38 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

Just remarked in a clinic the other day how much I love it as a patient 
when a doc looks something up to be sure. v@T2DRemission #hcsm 

 

6:38 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

T2: the collaboration is there for sure but where is the 
learning?#HCSM 

 

6:38 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

Crowdsourcing answers to health issues has never been easier on 
the patient end of healthcare. #hcsm 

 

6:38 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte you know, I learn some of the worst bunkum 
from people in SoMe. #hcsm 

 

6:39 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

And getting support. RT @She_Sugar @abrewi3010 Owning your 
own disease has never been easier. #hcsm #epatient 
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6:39 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T2: More data generated in last 2 years then in entire history. How 
do hc providers keep up on everything? SoMe helps, but still 
ovrld #hcsm 

 

6:39 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

#Hcsm WE also need to be very careful. A lot of misinformation on 
the social media as well. Stay with med. professionals for 
information 

 

6:39 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

#SoMe can reduce barriers associated with gender, race, ethnicity, 
social economic, sexual orientation, etc. differences.#hcsm 

 

6:39 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

T2 SoMe allows for meeting of the minds across the world - from 
experts, to practitioners, to general public. #hcsm 

 

6:39 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

@O2ron As learners, we have to verify our sources. One tweet isn't a 
reliable source. #hcsm 
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6:39 

 

Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 

T2 SoMe has taught me a lot of grand ideas and wishful thinking but 
few examples that work efficiently #hcsm 

 

6:39 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

@CancerGeek They #LetPatientsHelp. Can't be expected to know it 
all. Patients must be active participants in their health and 
care #hcsm 

 

6:40 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

A2 SM is getting the patient experience back into education now. 
Online Disease communities are better resource than textbooks 
now. #hcsm 

 

6:40 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

@jchevinsky A great merging of all of them! #hcsm 

 

6:40 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

Indeed. And somewhat self-correcting if you stay tuned. 
MT@She_Sugar Crowdsourcing answers to health issues has never 
been easier. #hcsm 
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6:40 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@YinkaVidal Great point Yinka #hcsm 

 

6:40 

 

P Burke@PRpfb 

 

@giasison you're welcome #hcsm 

 

6:40 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @She_Sugar @abrewi3010 the ePatient's are 
crushing it. #HCSM 

 

6:40 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@CancerGeek Especially when the doc is a GP and not a 
specialist #hcsm 

 

6:40 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

A2: SoMe has removed many barriers; HCPs not only talking to 
ourselves, but with patients and the public too. #hcsm 
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6:40 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@She_Sugar So very true. #hcsm 

 

6:40 

 

Natalia Shche, Ph.D.@creativepharma 

 

@pfanderson @bacigalupe may not be the case with the number of 
false positives w those tests #hcsm 

 

6:41 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte hear, hear! #hcsm 

 

6:41 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

MT @danamlewis: T2 at #hcsm - has SM changed how we learn in 
HC? (or what we learn?) And, has our education process evolved as a 
result? 

 

6:41 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@gfry @bacigalupe @CancerGeek Completely understand & have 
worked in manufacturing, IT, retail...healthcare has major 
differences. #hcsm 
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6:41 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

T2: Only question is why has it taken for SoMe to have more 
dialogue btw pts and HCP? Should always be occurring. #hcsm 

 

6:41 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

#hcsm but @CancerGeek many practitioners feel that it doesn't help, 
they feel overwhelmed by info 

 

6:42 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

@brentnreed @DrBeckerSchutte that's definitely my experience 
too. #hcsm 

 

6:42 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@CancerGeek T2 so true! HCPs can no longer go it alone#hcsm 

 

6:42 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

T2 Negative aspect of SoMe- once out there, hard 2 take it back. We 
tweet based on quick thought but If misspeak can last a lot 
longer #hcsm 
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6:42 

 

Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 

@ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek In the #mentalhealth recovery model 
it goes beyond patient-centered to a patient driven 
orientation #hcsm 

 

6:42 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

@CancerGeek I feel part of it has been a reluctance by many HCPs to 
embrace SoMe. #hcsm 

 

6:42 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@bacigalupe Overwhelmed by info, or by how to leverage new 
avenues? #hcsm 

 

6:42 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek #Hcsm Right! Patient participation is 
very essential. That's why my last book on med errors to consumers 

 

6:42 

 

Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 

@CancerGeek culture? #hcsm 
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6:42 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

Powerful! 
RT @Steven_Paul: @DrBeckerSchutte @She_Sugar@abrewi3010 the 
ePatient's are crushing it. #HCSM 

 

6:42 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @saymybehm Such a good question. The conversation between 
patients and doctors is so important and should always be 
there. #hcsm 

 

6:43 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@CancerGeek Good point Andy and should be occuring too.Leading 
by example via patient empowerment #hcsm 

 

6:43 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

@Steven_Paul I think twitter is great to bring items to public 
attention - a superficial notification... but great for that 
purpose.#hcsm 

 

6:43 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

Most of the community at #hcsm knows what the potential is! Let's 
figure out how the experimentation goes mainstream. 
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6:43 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

@bacigalupe @CancerGeek agreed most seem like that would rather 
not have this exist. #hcsm 

 

6:43 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@YinkaVidal Excellent point, legitimate sources are critical. W/O this, 
trust is compromised. #hcsm 

 

6:43 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

Moving on to our final topic (T3) shortly! #hcsm 

 

6:43 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@bacigalupe @CancerGeek they ARE overhwhelmed by info which is 
why in the words of @ePatientDave Let Patients Help!#hcsm 

 

6:43 

 

Judi Huck@7Huck 

 

SM should lead to greater prevention v. treatment T2 #hcsm 
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6:43 

 

Intake.Me@Intakeme 

 

@CancerGeek internet-based tech reaches patients at their homes in 
a way that HCPs/the HC system are still learning how to do. #hcsm 

 

6:44 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

@giasison glad seeing you here and worried about the disaster 
there #hcsm 

 

6:44 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@mloxton Big factor Matthew which we all hope to be slightly 
'modified' soon @CancerGeek #hcsm 

 

6:44 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

@brentnreed @CancerGeek I have spoken with family members 
who are HCPs about joining SoMe sites. They aren't interested. 'No 
time.' #hcsm 

 

6:44 

 

Kate Headley@MsCommuniKate 

 

@myHealthImpact Some limits. Inherent bias in #SoMe as 1 must 
have some tech literacy + access to tools. Most vulnerable ppl left 
out #hcsm 
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6:44 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Key point about conversation btwn patients & providers: Patient 
voices need to be seen as knowledgeable. #hcsm 

 

6:44 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @saymybehm #Hcsm Are you kidding! Doctors 
don't have to talk to patients under assembly line Medicine? 

 

6:45 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@JBBC @bacigalupe @CancerGeek @ePatientDave living w/ and 
parenting to type 1 diabetes our specialist always learns from 
us #hcsm 

 

6:45 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@YinkaVidal @ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek What's your book's 
title. #hcsm 

 

6:45 

 

Jenna Frkovich@Jenna_Frkovich 

 

@CancerGeek Agreed, more providers should engage with patients 
to answer health questions and guide them to credible online 
resources #hcsm 
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6:45 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

@jchevinsky @CancerGeek I've found the same with many of my 
colleagues. True you must make some time for it, but repays 
tenfold. #hcsm 

 

6:45 

 

Plus91@plus91 

 

Once they start sharing notes with patients, docs don't want to 
stop ow.ly/qwlSJ #hcsm 

 

6:45 

 

Plus91@plus91 

 

Once they start sharing notes with patients, docs don't want to 
stop shrd.by/czy4wz #hcsm 

 

6:45 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

@MsCommuniKate @Ca @myHealthImpact Give people info they 
will live for a day. Teach people to seek out info they will go much 
farther #hcsm 

 

6:45 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

TOPIC 3 – It’s easy to get burnt out w/ information overload as pt. 
When you still want to stay connected, how do you manage 
firehose? #hcsm 
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6:45 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@bacigalupe Thanks! And another thanks for the global support 
you've shown :) Grateful! #hcsm 

 

6:46 

 

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 

@jchevinsky @brentnreed @CancerGeek "No time" is code for "I 
don't see the point, this is a waste of my time" #hcsm 

 

6:46 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

MT @Jenna_Frkovich More providers should engage w/patients to 
answer health questions & guide them to credible online 
resources #hcsm 

 

6:46 

 

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 

T3 at #hcsm - online = source of info&connectedness, but can be 
overwhelming. How can pts balance staying connected w/out being 
overloaded? 

 

6:46 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@jchevinsky @brentnreed @CancerGeek Always subject to change - 
it's also knowledge and exposure based #hcsm 
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6:46 

 

Gilles Frydman@gfry 

 

@myHealthImpact What diffs can excuse lack of user-centric design 
at the core? I've never found a valid 
one @bacigalupe@CancerGeek #hcsm 

 

6:46 

 

Letiche@letichelius 

 

RT @bacigalupe: The biggest cultural change is that #hcsm is NOT 
technology but transparency, and accountability// 
checa:@rubenalvarezm 

 

6:46 

 

T2D Research@T2DRemission 

 

@bacigalupe Thx for retweeting, and for picking up my dropped 
tag! #hcsm 

 

6:47 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Part of this is providers taking time to create good online content or 
find good online content. #hcsm 

 

6:47 

 

Inspire@teaminspire 

 

Using Twitter to stay updated in scientific 
meetingskevinmd.com/blog/2013/10/t… via @kevinmd #hcsm #hcsmeu 
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6:47 

 

bacigalupe@bacigalupe 

 

@AtiyaahDollfie @pfanderson Yes and with #hcsm we are to be 
extremely mindful of the higher levels of literacy 
required#socialclass 

 

6:47 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@HealthSocMed i curate my favorite sources of info for a time when 
I am able to read it more carefully #hcsm 

 

6:47 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@myHealthImpact @ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek #hcsm Book Title: 
How to Prevent a Hospital from Killing Youamazon.com/How-
Prevent-Ho… 

 

6:48 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

MT @danamlewis T3 online=source of info&connectedness, can be 
overwhelming. How can pts balance staying connected-being 
overloaded? #hcsm 

 

6:48 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

RT @DocForeman RT @DrBeckerSchutte: Part of this is providers 
taking time to create good online content or find good online 
content. #hcsm 
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6:48 

 

April Foreman@DocForeman 

 

Getting ready for #SPSM chat at 9pm. Using the chat to share suicide 
prevention expertise. That's my SoMe change. #hcsm 

 

6:48 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @Jenna_Frkovich Even specialists fail to provide 
basic connections on their websites - not useful resources for 
pt's #hcsm 

 

6:48 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

T3 Learning to filter what info is needed for now. Prioritize. Default 
to reliable sources. #hcsm 

 

6:48 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

I skim and scan, find relevant and interesting stuff, save some for 
later #hcsm 

 

6:48 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@CancerGeek Can reach those digitally connected but multiple 
strategies needed for those not connected. #hcsm 
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6:48 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

@O2ron @DrBeckerSchutte Agree w/ you, although sometimes I 
learn more when refuting what I knew to be untrue! #hcsm 

 

6:49 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

@jchevinsky I have one comming up with @MethodistHosp this 
week regarding the current state of sports medicine. #hcsm 

 

6:49 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

T3: Remember that you can ask other pts, so you don't have to do all 
the searching from beginning. #epatient #hcsm 

 

6:49 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

@ekeeleymoore Saving for later is a good habit to adopt! #hcsm 

 

6:49 

 

Mia Behm@saymybehm 

 

@Steven_Paul @YinkaVidal @DrBeckerSchutte so sorry! helps to 
check out really good health websites like @dailyRx for info#hcsm 
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6:49 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

@YinkaVidal @myHealthImpact @CancerGeek I also 
loved#Design2urvive and #CriticalDecisions, perhaps both along the 
same lines #hcsm 

 

6:49 

 

Anju Anand@thelungdr 

 

#hcsm SoMe def changes what+how we learn +who we learn with. 
No longer do we just read but now talk w/author, pts, colleagues 
&share view 

 

6:49 

 

KRM@shearerfellow 

 

#healthcareequality chat @ 7pm PST sponsored by the California 
Health Professional Student Alliance. use #cahpsa to 
participate #hcsm 

 

6:50 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@Steven_Paul @DrBeckerSchutte @saymybehm #hcsmPurpose of 
assembly-line medicine is to make money, not quality of patient 
care! 

 

6:50 

 

Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 

@danamlewis T3 #peersupport and community health workers can 
play an important role in info management and health lit 
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efforts #hcsm 

 

6:50 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@myHealthImpact any suggestions on the kinds of strategies need 
to connect and convince those not digitally connected?#hcsm 

 

6:50 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

T3 focuses on pt experience w firehose- I think thats exactly role of 
HCP- to help filter important, relevant, and evidence based 
info #hcsm 

 

6:50 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

! RT @DrBeckerSchutte: T3: Remember that you can ask other pts, 
so you don't have to do all the searching from 
beginning.#epatient #hcsm 

 

6:50 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

T3 - Especially w/ autoimmune disease when pt's live with multiple 
diagnoses #hcsm 
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6:50 

 

Gilles Frydman@gfry 

 

@danamlewis A3: Let the patients decide if they are overwhelmed. 
They R the only ones who know what they can understand, 
together #hcsm 

 

6:51 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @abrewi3010 We learn from each other#hcsm 

 

6:51 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

True for providers *and* patients. RT @giasison @abrewi3010We 
learn from each other #hcsm 

 

6:51 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@MsCommuniKate See the info graphic 
on #healthliteracy atmyhealthimpactnetwork.org. #hcsm 

 

6:51 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

T3 - When when drinking from the firehose stand back get a few 
drops here and there and find the voice you trust. #hcsm 
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6:52 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

RT @jchevinsky I think that's exactly role of HCP -- to help filter 
important, relevant, and evidence-based info #hcsm 

 

6:52 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

T3 On semi-side note, how do ppl feel about ppl who use 
the#hcsm hashtag to give firehouse of info about their own 
company, org, or chat? 

 

6:52 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Huge: multiple dx are hard work. RT @She_Sugar T3 - Especially w/ 
autoimmune disease when pt's live with multiple diagnoses #hcsm 

 

6:52 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

@YinkaVidal @ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek Thanks for the 
info. #hcsm 

 

6:52 

 

Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 

T3 how many doctors want patients to question their approach 
based on something they read on the internet? #hcsm 
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6:52 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

@jchevinsky For me, anyone that co-opts a hashtag just to self-
promote gets a big old "GRRR!"--and maybe a callout. #hcsm 

 

6:53 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

@saymybehm @YinkaVidal @DrBeckerSchutte @dailyRx You know I 
love dailyRx #ShamelessPlug #hcsm 

 

6:53 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Me! RT @TechnologyChef T3 how many doctors want patients to 
question their approach based on something they read on the 
internet? #hcsm 

 

6:53 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@myHealthImpact @ekeeleymoore @CancerGeek #hcsm You are 
more than welcomed! 

 

6:53 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @brentnreed RT @jchevinsky I think that's exactly role of HCP -- 
to help filter important, relevant, and evidence-based info#hcsm 
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6:53 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

@Steven_Paul @MethodistHosp interesting - maybe you can direct 
message me with info on how to get involved with google + 
realm? #hcsm 

 

6:53 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@TechnologyChef May not like it, but it is now commonplace - Dr. 
Google. #hcsm 

 

6:53 

 

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 

@TechnologyChef They all should! #hcsm 

 

6:53 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @ekeeleymoore @gfry @danamlewis I always say I'd prefer to be 
overwhelmed than in the dark #hcsm 

 

6:53 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

Info with #nofilter overwhelms. Make smart use of the web. Find the 
right doctor. Connect with like patients. Be your own expert.#hcsm 
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6:53 

 

Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 

T3 Targeted search and filtering based on specific topics. Cannot 
drink it all and miss a lot. #hcsm 

 

6:53 

 

Brent Reed@brentnreed 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @TechnologyChef Unfortunately think you may 
be in the minority. #hcsm 

 

6:54 

 

Jenna Frkovich@Jenna_Frkovich 

 

72% of internet users looked online for health information in the 
past year.This is both an opportunity and a challenge #hcsm 

 

6:54 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

@TechnologyChef It could be a good starting point for patients and 
doctors to have an open conversation about other options.#hcsm 

 

6:54 

 

P Burke@PRpfb 

 

@She_Sugar very true. They can be overwhelmed. #hcsm 
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6:54 

 

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 

Good night All & thanks to @danamlewis for moderating another 
nice #hcsm chat! 

 

6:54 

 

Steven Incontrera@Steven_Paul 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @TechnologyChef there are lots of good 
ones. #HCSM 

 

6:54 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @myHealthImpact @JBBC Must meet people where they are! 
Health navigators and community-based approaches are starting 
points. #hcsm 

 

6:54 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @ekeeleymoore @gfry @danamlewis And, no 
question is a stupid one. #hcsm 

 

6:54 

 

Sherry Reynolds@Cascadia 

 

T3 at #hcsm How can pts balance staying connected w/out being 
overloaded? ^ partner with your care team & find best communities 
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6:55 

 

Anju Anand@thelungdr 

 

T3- info overload exists 4 all -Need to critically appraise what info 
good &share. SoMe helps but doesn't replace live HCW 
guidance #hcsm 

 

6:55 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

I know so many powerful patient communities & resources that I am 
thrilled if my patients have accessed them . . . #hcsm 

 

6:55 

 

Gilles Frydman@gfry 

 

A3: reason 1: patients could see basis for physician decisions. 2. they 
could see how old the standard of care had become! Eye 
opener #hcsm 

 

6:55 

 

Healthy Startups@healthystartups 

 

BEST TWEET EVER RT @ekeeleymoore: Knowledge is power and docs 
are no longer the only ones with knowledge. Learning ensues #hcsm 

 

6:55 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

Time flies on Sunday nights - time to wrap up this week's#hcsm chat! 
Last thoughts for the week ahead? 
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6:55 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Questions=learning. 
RT @She_Sugar: @ekeeleymoore @gfry@danamlewis And, no 
question is a stupid one. #hcsm 

 

6:55 

 

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 

Wrapping up tonight's #hcsm chat - last thoughts for the week 
ahead, everyone? 

 

6:55 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@myHealthImpact good advice - thank you! #hcsm 

 

6:56 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

@healthystartups @ekeeleymoore Could'nt have said it any 
better #hcsm 

 

6:56 

 

PINGMD@pingmd 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @She_Sugar @ekeeleymoore @gfryExactly! #hcsm 
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6:56 

 

Gilles Frydman@gfry 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte @ekeeleymoore @danamlewis You cannot know 
when you'll get overwhelmed until you are. And then your peers can 
help #hcsm 

 

6:56 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @T2DRemission RT @JBBC: @HealthSocMed i curate my favorite 
sources of info for a time when I am able to read it more 
carefully #hcsm 

 

6:56 

 

Intake.Me@Intakeme 

 

Final thought: Social media is about listening and learning from all 
perspectives. We're here to help each other with info 
overload! #hcsm 

 

6:57 

 

Judi Huck@7Huck 

 

@HealthSocMed any fave, trusted resources (sites, people, 
communities...)? #hcsm 

 

6:57 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

And if you are overwhelmed, asking for help is so smart. #hcsm 
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6:57 

 

diaTribe@diaTribeNews 

 

@Steven_Paul @pfanderson @jchevinsky @brentnreed In diabetes, 
rethinking HCP reimbursement would help. Docs r being driven 
away. #hcsm 

 

6:57 

 

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky 

 

Final thoughts for #hcsm - 'SoMe in health care: with great power 
comes great responsibility' 

 

6:57 

 

Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 

@HealthSocMed Thoughts are on the Philippines as the recovery 
work begins. #hcsm 

 

6:57 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

MT @Intakeme Final thought: SM is about listening & learning from 
all perspectives. We're here to help each other with info 
overload! #hcsm 

 

6:57 

 

Jewels@She_Sugar 

 

Patients are smart - embrace us! #hcsm 
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6:57 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @jchevinsky Final thoughts for #hcsm - 'SoMe in health care: with 
great power comes great responsibility' 

 

6:57 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@bacigalupe Pick the word, it's all about adoption & making it 
easier/simple for all. #hcsm 

 

6:57 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

+1 RT @She_Sugar Patients are smart - embrace us! #hcsm 

 

6:57 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

If overwhelmed maybe the patient is asking the wrong question. 
Feeling overwhelmed could be a indicator/answer in itself.#hcsm 

 

6:58 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

@HealthSocMed #hcsm Remember, we're going from traditional 
medicine to "Evidence Based Medicine." Latest information that 
works the better 
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6:58 

 

Gilles Frydman@gfry 

 

@danamlewis Disconnect patients experience in HC is always due to 
bad perspective. IMO, this is most important teaching for new 
docs #hcsm 

 

6:58 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

T3| Leveraging patient online & offline communities to assess info 
overload, health needs & #UX preferences are key. #hcsm 

 

6:58 

 

Ron Mills@O2ron 

 

RT @She_Sugar Patients are smart - embrace us! #hcsm 

 

6:59 

 

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison 

 

Thanks for another great chat #hcsm community! Thanks for the 
support extended! Cc @danamlewis 

 

6:59 

 

CancerGeek@CancerGeek 

 

@pfanderson @jchevinsky @brentnreed If we show how to make 
life easier then they will come, but will it be too late?#hcsm 
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6:59 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

RT @giasison Thanks for another great chat #hcsm community! 
Thanks for the support extended! Cc @danamlewis 

 

6:59 

 

April Foreman@DocForeman 

 

@DrBeckerSchutte #SPSM is on with 
Dr @craigjbryan on#Veterans and #Suicide #Prevention. #hcsm #mhsm 

 

6:59 

 

Health Meets Tech@myHealthImpact 

 

“@MsCommuniKate: @myHealthImpact Thank you for sharing!”You 
are more than welcome! #hcsm 

 

6:59 

 

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 

@T2DRemission yes Pinterest is a great visual tool for this and I 
use @scoopit all the time for content curation #hcsm 

 

6:59 

 

Healthy Startups@healthystartups 

 

RT @sickweather: Facebook App Helps You Avoid Sick Friends this 
Flu Season technorati.com/social-
media/a… via@technorati #mhealth #hcsm 
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6:59 

 

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal 

 

#hcsm No matter how overwhelmed, patient education is very 
essential. They can help to stop medical errors before they happen! 

 

7:00 

 

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010 

 

SM is a powerful tool that is still developing. We need to reminder its 
still young and very much still immature I think.#hcsm 

 

7:00 

 

Gilles Frydman@gfry 

 

@bacigalupe @AtiyaahDollfie @pfanderson We have learned that a good online 
community can significantly raise health literacy, fast. #hcsm 

 

7:00 

 

Ann Becker-Schutte@DrBeckerSchutte 

 

Good to see so many familiar faces & new folks! #hcsm 

 

7:00 

 

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 

That's a wrap on another awesome #hcsm chat! Thanks, all! See you 
again next Sunday at 8pm CT - and remember to DM 
or @HealthSocMed topics! 
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